Rules to Agon (“Queen’s Guard”)
A two-player game with a playing
time of about 30 minutes
Object of the game:
To move one’s queen into the center
space of the board and have her six
guards occupying the six spaces that
surround it.

Game Pieces
In addition to printing out the hexagonal
board that is provided with these rules, you
will need to locate game pieces for the players
to use. Each player needs one piece that represents a queen and six pieces
to represent her guards. The game pieces should fit within the board’s
hexagonal cells.
Small coins (pennies & dimes for U.S. players) work well. The queens can be
“heads” and the guards “tails”—alternatively the coins used for the queens
can be distinct by marking them with tape or a Sharpie marker.

Setup:
The players’ pieces are placed on the outside ring of hexagonal spaces:
•

One player’s queen is placed on the space with the white six-pointed
hex and her guards are placed on the six spaces that have small white
hexagons.

•

The other player’s queen is placed on the space with the black sixpointed hex and her guards are placed on the six spaces that have
small black hexagons.
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Rules for Movement:
1.

Players take turns moving
pieces.

2.

Pieces can move one space,
either to an adjacent space on
the ring of spaces they current
occupy or to an adjacent space in
the next ring closer to the center.
Pieces cannot be moved to a ring that
is further from the center than the
ring they currently occupy.

3.

Pieces cannot be moved between two
pieces of the opposing side.

4.

Only a queen can move into the center
space (marked with a golden six-pointed star).
Rule 2: No movement away from the center

Rules for Capturing:
5.

While a piece cannot be moved between
two opposing pieces (rule 3), an opposing
piece can be captured by making a move
that sandwiches it.

6.

A player whose has a piece that is captured
(sandwiched) must use the next turn
rescuing it by lifting it and moving it to a
vacant spot (as specified in the following
rule). This action expends the player’s entire
turn.

7.

A captured queen can be moved to any
vacant spot. A captured guard must be
moved to a vacant spot on the board’s
outer ring of hexes.

8.

It is possible for a player to have more than
one piece captured at the same time. In such situations, only one piece per
turn can be rescued. When all the captured pieces are guards, the player can
choose which to rescue in the current turn. A captured queen, however,
must be rescued prior to rescuing any captured guards.
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Rule 3: Pieces cannot move into a space that is
“sandwiched” by opposing pieces. It is okay,
however, to move to a space that is adjacent to
multiple opposing pieces.

Rules for Ending the Game:
9. A player wins the game if her queen occupies the central space (marked with
the golden six-pointed star) and her guards occupy the six spaces
surrounding it.
10. A player loses the game if her six guards surround the central space, but
that her queen does not occupy that central space.

Setup Variation:
11. The queens begin the game per the standard rules (on the spaces marked
with the black & white six-pointed stars).
12. Players take turns placing their guards on any space on the board except the
central one.
13. After all the guards have been placed, play commences per the rules above.

These game rules & components were created to accompany Tabletop Game Design
for Video Game Designers by Ethan Ham. Visit www.funmines.com for more
information and more free games.
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